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CROWDSTRIKE FALCON:  
THE NEW STANDARD IN ENDPOINT PROTECTION
AUTOMATICALLY PREDICT AND PREVENT THREATS IN REAL TIME
The CrowdStrike Falcon® platform’s single-lightweight-agent architecture leverages cloud-scale artificial 

intelligence (AI) and offers real-time protection and visibility across the enterprise, preventing attacks 

on endpoints on or off the network. Powered by the proprietary CrowdStrike Threat Graph® database, 

CrowdStrike Falcon correlates trillions of endpoint-related events per week in real time from across the 

globe, fueling one of the world’s most advanced data platforms for security.

THE CROWDSTRIKE DIFFERENCE
SINGLE LIGHTWEIGHT AGENT
Provides frictionless deployment 

and stops all types of attacks while 

eliminating agent bloat and scheduled 

scans

CLOUD-NATIVE PLATFORM
Leverages the network effect of 

crowdsourced security data while 

eliminating the management burden of 

cumbersome on-premises solutions

PROPRIETARY THREAT GRAPH
Uses cloud-scale AI and rich 

contextual relationships from multiple 

telemetry sources in a massive 

distributed graph database that 

accurately predicts and prevents 

threats to  stop breaches with no 

human interaction required
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They said it was impossible to provide complete endpoint protection using a single lightweight 

agent with no impact on user performance. 

CrowdStrike proved them wrong. With the revolutionary cloud-native CrowdStrike Falcon 

security platform, it is possible to: 

CROWDSTRIKE FALCON: REDEFINING 
SECURITY FOR THE CLOUD ERA

Prevent both commodity 

and sophisticated attacks — 

whether they use malware or 

not, regardless of whether your 

endpoints are online or offline

Gain real-time endpoint visibility 

and insight into applications and 

processes running anywhere 

in your environment, ensuring 

that nothing is missed and 

everything that requires a 

response gets one 

 Proactively hunt down advanced 

threat activity — faster and more 

effectively than ever before 

Protect all workloads, from 

mobile devices to traditional 

endpoints running Windows, 

macOS and Linux, as well as 

cloud workloads, servers and 

containers in modern hybrid 

multi-cloud data centers 

Eliminate the bloat and massive 

performance impact that comes 

with legacy antivirus solutions, 

replacing it all with a single 

lightweight agent built for speed
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FALCON INSIGHT™ | ENDPOINT DETECTION AND RESPONSE (EDR)
Delivers continuous, comprehensive endpoint visibility and automatically detects and intelligently 

prioritizes malicious activity to ensure nothing is missed and potential breaches are stopped 

FALCON PREVENT™ | NEXT-GENERATION ANTIVIRUS 
Protects against all types of threats, from malware and ransomware to sophisticated attacks, and deploys 

in minutes, immediately protecting your endpoints

FALCON FIREWALL MANAGEMENT™ | HOST FIREWALL
Delivers simple, centralized host firewall management, making it easy to manage and control host firewall 

policies 

FALCON DEVICE CONTROL™ | USB DEVICE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL 
Provides the visibility and precise control required to enable safe usage of USB devices across your 

organization 

FALCON OVERWATCH™ | MANAGED THREAT HUNTING
Partners you with a team of elite cybersecurity experts to hunt continuously within the Falcon platform for 

faint signs of sophisticated intrusions, leaving attackers nowhere to hide 

 

FALCON DISCOVER™ | IT HYGIENE 
Identifies unauthorized accounts, systems and applications anywhere in your environment in real time, 

enabling faster remediation to improve your overall security posture 

FALCON SPOTLIGHT™ | VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT 
Offers security teams an automated, comprehensive vulnerability management solution, enabling faster 

prioritization and improved remediation workflows without resource-intensive scans

UNRIVALED PLATFORM
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FALCON FORENSICS™ | FORENSIC CYBERSECURITY
Automates collection of point-in-time and historic forensic triage data for robust analysis of cybersecurity 

incidents

FALCON COMPLETE™ | MANAGED DETECTION AND RESPONSE (MDR)
Stops and eradicates threats in minutes with 24/7 expert management, monitoring and surgical 

remediation, backed by the industry’s strongest Breach Prevention Warranty 

FALCON X™ | THREAT ANALYSIS SERVICE 
Automates threat analysis, enabling security teams to learn from encounters with adversaries and use that 

knowledge to protect against future attacks 

FALCON X RECON™ | DIGITAL RISK PROTECTION
Monitors potentially malicious activity across the open, deep and dark web, enabling you to better protect 

your brand, employees and sensitive data

FALCON X PREMIUM™ | CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE 
Delivers strategic reports and tactical indicators of compromise that provide insight into every aspect of 

the threat actors that are targeting your organization 

FALCON MALQUERY™ | MALWARE SEARCH 
Dramatically increases the speed of malware research, enabling teams to quickly implement defensive 

measures, understand attackers' motives and even download related files for further study 

FALCON SANDBOX™ | MALWARE ANALYSIS 
Provides visibility into malware behavior, automating in-depth file and memory analysis for faster threat 

protection and response 

FALCON HORIZON™ | CLOUD SECURITY POSTURE MANAGEMENT
Streamlines cloud security posture management across the application lifecycle for multi-cloud 

environments, enabling you to securely deploy applications in the cloud with greater speed and efficiency
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FALCON CLOUD WORKLOAD PROTECTION
Provides comprehensive breach protection across private, public, hybrid and multi-cloud environments, 

allowing customers to rapidly adopt and secure technology across any workload

FALCON IDENTITY THREAT PROTECTION 
Delivers the industry’s best real-time, identity-based attack detection and prevention, incorporating 

behavioral, risk, identity and hundreds of other analytics to stop credential compromise and identity store 

attacks

CROWDSTRIKE ZERO TRUST 
Enables frictionless Zero Trust security with real-time threat prevention and IT policy enforcement using 

identity, behavioral and risk analytics to stop breaches for any endpoint, workload or identity   

HUMIO LOG MANAGEMENT AND OBSERVABILITY
Delivers an advanced, purpose-built log management platform that makes exploring and investigating all 

data flexible and blazing fast — with minimal maintenance and training costs, and remarkably low compute 

and storage requirements

CROWDSTRIKE SERVICES | IR AND PROACTIVE 
Delivers pre- and post-incident response (IR) services 24/7 to support you before, during or after a breach, 

with skilled teams to help you defend against and respond to security incidents, prevent breaches and 

optimize your speed to remediation

CROWDSTRIKE STORE | CLOUD-SCALE OPEN ECOSYSTEM 
Offers an enterprise marketplace of technology partners where you can discover, try, buy and deploy 

trusted CrowdStrike and partner applications that extend the CrowdStrike Falcon platform, without 

adding agents or increasing complexity 
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With CrowdStrike, you can be confident that your organization is finally protected from 

cyberattacks — known or unknown, with or without malware. Hear what the experts are saying 

about the CrowdStrike Falcon platform:

A LEADER
  Gartner Magic Quadrant for Endpoint Protection Platforms, 2021

  Highest scorer for “Lean Forward” organizations (Type A) in Gartner Critical Capabilities for 

Endpoint Protection Platforms, 2021

  Forrester Wave report for Managed Detection & Response, 2021

  Forrester Wave report for External Threat Intelligence Services, 2021

  Ranked #1 for IDC Modern Endpoint Security Market Share Worldwide, 2021

  Named a 2019 Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice for Endpoint Protection Platforms

  Named a 2020 Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice for Endpoint Detection and 

Response Platforms

*Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does 

not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. 

Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not 

be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, express or implied, with respect to 

this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

CROWDSTRIKE:  
TRIED, TESTED, PROVEN
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Humio’s flexible, modern architecture improves the log management experience for 

organizations by enabling complete observability to answer any question, explore threats, 

review production anomalies across distributed systems, and gain valuable insights from all 

logs in real time. 

Humio, a CrowdStrike company, offers low total cost of ownership and unlimited plans, with 

easy deployment at any scale with hybrid options enabling user autonomy to choose where 

they want ingested data to reside.  

A LEADER
  Gartner Cool Vendor in Performance Analysis, 2020

  Humio named as a leader across eight categories in the Digital Enterprise Journal 2020 IT 

Performance report

  Humio included in 2019 and 2020 Accel Euroscape report 

HUMIO: LOG EVERYTHING, ANSWER 
ANYTHING, IN REAL TIME
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Experienced a breach? Contact us at services@crowdstrike.com 

alternatively, call using the local phone number below
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For URGENT Incident Response service requests, please call:

Americas/Canada
 +1 855 276 9347

UK/Ireland
 +44 800 0487187

France
 +33 801840073

Germany
 +49 (0)800 3252669

Australia
 +61 1800 290 853

Japan
 +81 800 170 5401

India
 +91 1800 040 3447

Saudi Arabia
 +966 8008803012

UAE
 +971 8000320534 

Qatar
 +974 800101302


